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SESSION TWO

How to Develop and Use Success Criteria for Learning
Sue Brookhart
Hawker Brownlow 14th Annual
Thinking and Learning Conferences
May, 2017

Session Summary
Rubrics are coherent sets of criteria for students’ work that include descriptions of levels of
performance quality on the criteria. As such, they are an excellent means for connecting
formative assessment and summative assessment (grading). The same criteria and
performance quality that students aim for in a formative manner as they learn can become the
basis for the students’ grades if students and teachers have a shared understanding of the
criteria and performance descriptions.
Objectives and Outcomes:
x Creating or selecting effective criteria and performance level descriptions for rubrics
x Distinguishing rubrics from checklists and rating scales
x Using rubrics with students to link learning and formative assessment
Session Outline
x
x
x

Rubrics: Criteria and performance level descriptions
How to write effective rubrics
o Critique an example, p. 2
o Compare two examples, comparing one from the presentation with p. 3
Seven strategies for using rubrics with students
o Co-creating a rubric, p. 4

For More Information:
How to Create and Use Rubrics for Formative Assessment and Grading, by Susan M.
Brookhart, 2013, Hawker
ASCD. Brownlow Education
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Critique and Revise This Persuasive Writing Rubric
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Haiku Examples for Exercise in Co-creating Rubrics
An old silent pond...

ground squirrel

A frog jumps into the pond,

balancing its tomato

splash! Silence again.

on the garden fence

The sky is so blue.

Green and speckled legs,

The sun is so warm up high.

Hop on logs and lily pads

I love the summer.

Frog frog frog frog frog

blue green surfer whitecap

Mountains are so big.

riding the wave, the big one

Mountains big as anything.

wipeout

Mountains are so big.

egg shell cracked broken

Peanut butter sandwich

dead chick inside so stinky

Bread, jelly, peanut butter

no Easter egg here

I love to eat it.

brown

Brush my hair

leaf

Use hair spray
I’m good to go

4
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Both the student’s performance and
how you observe or score it defines
what kind of evidence you get.

2

3

Some people call any
scoring scheme a “rubric.”
}Checklists
}Rating

scales
}Point schemes
}True rubrics
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Math problem solving

My sentence has
__ a capital
letter.
__ a period.
__ a complete
thought.

SESSION TWO

4

I described what the problem was
asking.
EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR
I wrote an equation, or used a
diagram or model, to solve the
problem.
EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR
I calculated the correct answer.
EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR
I labeled my answer.
EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR

Did I reason from examples to arrive at a clear, accurate
description of physical and chemical changes?
2 = Completely and clearly – response gives clear
evidence of reasoning from the examples
1 = Partially – response is accurate, but reasoning from
examples isn’t clear or is only partial
0 = No – response does not demonstrate reasonable
conclusions from the examples

5

True rubrics have 2 elements
}A

coherent set of criteria
}Descriptions of levels of
performance quality

6

Parker & Breyfogle, 2011

6
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Math Problem Solving
I can do the problem correctly and get the correct
answer.

I can figure out a strategy to use to solve the problem.

I can explain my work – tell what I did and why I did it.

8

Effective Rubrics
}The

rubric itself must be well
designed.
}The rubric should be used
for learning as well as
grading.

9
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Criteria
}

}

Should be about the learning
to be demonstrated, not
about the requirements for
the assignment
Matched to the learning goal
or achievement standard you
want to measure and report
on

11

Effective Criteria
} Appropriate
} Definable
} Observable
} Distinct

from one another
[for your purposes]
} Able to be described along a continuum
of quality
} Complete

12

Effective Performance
Descriptions
} Descriptive
} Clear
} Cover

the whole range of performance
among levels
} Center the target performance (mastery,
passing) at appropriate levels
} Feature parallel descriptions from level to
level
} Distinguish

8
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} How

should you choose the language you use for
performance level descriptions in rubrics? [Use
examples on the next slides, and explain your
reasoning.]

Example #1

14

Poor example [one criterion from science oral report]
Props
and
Visuals

4

3

2

1

Props and/or
visuals (pictures,
diagrams, maps)
were used
throughout the
presentation.

A few props
and/or visuals
were used.

One props or
visual was
used.

No props
and/or visuals
were used.

Good example
Props
and
Visuals

4

3

2

1

Props and/or
visuals (pictures,
diagrams, maps)
give listeners an
exceptionally clear
understanding of
the concepts.

Props and/or
visuals mostly
illustrate the
concepts for
listeners.

Some props
and/or visuals
illustrate the
concepts and
some do not.

Props and/or
visuals were
irrelevant to
the concepts,
inaccurate,
and/or
confusing.

15

Example #2

Poor example [one criterion from science lab report
rubric]
4
Introduction

1. Includes
question to be
answered.
2. States
hypothesis
based on
research
and/or
reasoning
3. Title is
relevant
4. Hypothesis
(prediction) is
testable

3
One of the
“excellent”
conditions is
not met.

2
Two of the
“excellent”
conditions are
not met.

1
Three of the
“excellent”
conditions are
not met.
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Example #2

Good example
Introduction—
Stating
Research
Questions
and
Hypotheses

4

3

2

1

States a
hypothesis
that is based
on research
and/or sound
reasoning and
is testable.
Report title
reflects
question or
hypothesis.

States a
hypothesis
that is based
on research
and/or sound
reasoning and
is testable.
Report title
may not
reflect the
question or
hypothesis.

States a
hypothesis,
although basis
for the
hypothesis is
not clear or
hypothesis is
not testable.
Report title
may not
reflect the
question or
hypothesis.

Does not state
a hypothesis.
Introduction
may be a
general
statement of
the topic or
the
assignment or
may be
missing or
unclear.

Example #3
Poor example
4
Gr a m - No errors in
m a r & grammar,
Us a g e punctuation,
spelling or
capitalization.

Good example
4

Gr a m - Grammar,
m a r & punctuation,
Us a g e spelling and
capitalization
are correct or
nearly so, and
minor errors
do not detract
from reading
the story.

6 Points
Title of
poster
Order of
life cycle
stages
Illustration
s of life
cycle
stages
Descriptio
n of life
cycle
stages
Overall
appearan
ce of
poster

Illustrations of
each stage are
evident.
Stages are
described with at
least 2 details.

17

3
1-3 errors in
grammar,
punctuation,
spelling or
capitalization.

2
4-5 errors in
grammar,
punctuation,
spelling or
capitalization.

1
6 or more errors
in grammar,
punctuation,
spelling or
capitalization.

3

2

1

Grammar,
punctuation,
spelling and
capitalization
are mostly
correct.
Readers can
still figure out
what is meant
in the story.

Many errors
in grammar,
punctuation,
spelling and
capitalization
detract from
the story.

Numerous
errors in
grammar,
punctuation,
spelling and
capitalization
severely
detract from
the story.

4 Points

2 Points

18
0 Points

Title is evident on
poster, correctly
spelled and
capitalized
All the stages of
the life cycle are
in the correct
order. Stages are
correctly labeled.
One or two
illustrations of the
life cycle stages
are missing.

No title or heading
Title is on poster,
but with errors or it
is hard to read

Stages are
described with
one detail. One or
more stage is
missing.
Poster is very neat
and organized.
Title and all
sentences have
correct spelling,
capitalization,
and punctuation.

One or more
stages of the life
cycle are in the
wrong order.

Not included

More than 2
illustrations of the
life cycle stages
are missing.

Not included

Stages are
incomplete
missing. Stages
have one or zero
supporting details.
Poster is
somewhat neat
and organized.
Some correct
spelling,
punctuation, and
capitalization.
Poster shows signs
of little effort.

Not included

Poster is messy,
many errors, not
colored, or
unfinished. Poster
shows no signs of
effort.

First draft, Life Cycle Project rubric

10
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Advanced
Order of
life cycle
stages
Illustration
s of life
cycle
stages
Descriptio
n of life
cycle
stages

Proficient

All the stages of
the life cycle are
in the correct
order and
correctly labeled.
Each stage has an Each stage has an
illustration that
illustration that
helps show what
gives an
especially clear or happens to the
animal then.
detailed view
about what
happens to the
animal then.
Stages are
Stages are
described
described
accurately.
accurately.
Descriptions are
especially
complete and
detailed.

Nearing
Proficient

Novice

One or more
stages of the life
cycle are in the
wrong order.

No order is
specified, or order
is incorrect.

Some stage
illustrations do not
show what
happens to the
animal then.

Illustrations do not
help show what
happens to the
animal during its
life cycle.

Stages are
described with
some inaccurate
or incomplete
information.

No stages are
described, or
stages are
described
inaccurately.

Revised version, Life Cycle Project rubric,
Used with a checklist for assignment requirements

20

Checklist for assignment
requirements
} Not
} By

used for grading – used formatively
students (self and/or peers)

My Poster Checklist
___
___
___
___
___
___

My poster has a title.
My poster is neat.
My poster is well organized.
My poster has correct spelling.
My poster has correct capitalization.
My poster has correct punctuation.

21

What happens when bad criteria are used?
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Student A – 7th grade inclusion

23

24

Student B –

12

7th

grade inclusion
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26

What happens when bad criteria are used?

27

Student A
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29

30

14
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Critique these Volcano Project Rubrics

CATEGORY
Student Info
Included
(Name, Date,
Period)

5

4

All items
included

3

Two items
One item missing
missing or
or inaccurate
inaccurate
Half the
At least 4 items
Eruption
All 6 items
information is
are included
Information
included
included or
and accurate
accurate
Diagram is
Diagram is
Clear, accurate included; 11-14 included;
Volcano Diagram diagram; with all of parts clear
6-10 parts clear
15 parts shown. and accurately and accurately
shown.
shown.
General Info
Included

2

All 8 items
included

Layout is
planned and
organized.
Writing is not
neat

Overall
Presentation

Clear, neat,
organized.
Layout well
planned.

Use of Creativity

Various materials
Some use of
are used for
materials,
effect. Attention
attention to
to detail obvious.
detail, and/or
Good use of
use of color.
color.

1

0

Two items missing

No info
provided

More than 3 items
Three items missing
missing or
or inaccurate
inaccurate

No info
provided

One item missing

One 2 items
included and
accurate

Minimal or no
No info
information included
provided
or accurate

Diagram is included;Diagram has less
No info
3-5 labeled parts.
than 3 parts labeled. provided

Info could be
better
organized.
Writing is sloppy

Very disorganized
Not organized. Not and poorly
all info fits properly. prepared. Lines not
straight. Spacing is
Some attempt to
sloppy. Writing is
make it work.
Writing and lines are hastily done. May
have been done in
hastily done.
homeroom.

No
suggestio
ns
followed
for
organizati
on and
neatness

Moderate use of
varied materials,
attention to
detail, and/or
color.

Minimal use of eitherNo use of either
varied materials,
varied materials,
attention to detail, attention to detail,
or color.
or color.

No
creativity

32

Volcano Project Rubrics
} Only

half of the score is about
understanding volcanoes
} All of the points that are about
volcanoes have to do with
counting facts (requiring copying,
not even recall)!

33
CATEGORY
Student Info
Included
(Name, Date,
Period)

5

4

All items
included

3

All 8 items
included

Layout is
planned and
organized.
Writing is not
neat

Overall
Presentation

Clear, neat,
organized.
Layout well
planned.

Use of Creativity

Various materials
Some use of
are used for
materials,
effect. Attention
attention to
to detail obvious.
detail, and/or
Good use of
use of color.
color.

1

0

Two items missing

No info
provided

More than 3 items
Three items missing
missing or
or inaccurate
inaccurate

No info
provided

One item missing

Two items
One item missing
missing or
or inaccurate
inaccurate
Half the
At least 4 items
information is
Eruption
All 6 items
are included
included or
Information
included
and accurate
accurate
Diagram is
Diagram is
Clear, accurate included; 11-14 included;
6-10 parts clear
Volcano Diagram diagram; with all of parts clear
15 parts shown. and accurately and accurately
shown.
shown.
General Info
Included

2

One 2 items
included and
accurate

Minimal or no
No info
information included
provided
or accurate

Diagram is included;Diagram has less
No info
3-5 labeled parts.
than 3 parts labeled. provided

Info could be
better
organized.
Writing is sloppy

Very disorganized
Not organized. Not and poorly
all info fits properly. prepared. Lines not
Some attempt to
straight. Spacing is
make it work.
sloppy. Writing is
Writing and lines are hastily done. May
have been done in
hastily done.
homeroom.

No
suggestio
ns
followed
for
organizati
on and
neatness

Moderate use of
varied materials,
attention to
detail, and/or
color.

Minimal use of eitherNo use of either
varied materials,
varied materials,
attention to detail, attention to detail,
or color.
or color.

No
creativity
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For Simple Tasks
3

Task is complete and correct. Response shows understanding of
intended learning outcome.

2

Task is partly complete and correct. Response shows some
understanding of intended learning outcome.

1

Task is not complete or correct. Response shows little/no
understanding of intended learning outcome.

NOTE: DON’T use this “rubric” as is – it’s a template. It lacks CRITERIA.
Replace the “boilerplate” language with criteria specific to your
learning outcome of interest.

35

Kindergarten Example
Making Equal Sets
3

Elements of each set are organized in a single line. There is a
one-to-one correspondence between elements of each set.

2

There is an attempt at organizing elements of each set and
showing correspondence between elements of each set. These
attempts are not entirely successful.

1

Elements of each set are not organized. No correspondence is
shown between elements of each set.

36

Kindergarten Example
Making Equal Sets

A

16

B
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Summary
} Task(s)

or assignment must tap the student
learning outcomes
}
}
}

Knowledge
Skills
Level of Thinking

} Rubrics

must accurately describe student
performance along a continuum of
quality ON THOSE SAME LEARNING
OUTCOMES

4

3

2

1

Topic

Strongly and clearly
states a personal
topic/opinion.

Some reference to the
issue but does not
state a topic/opinion.

Personal topic/opinion
is hard to understand.

Personal topic/opinion
is not clearly stated.

Reasons and
Support

3 reasons stated with
excellent support.

3 reasons are made
but the support is weak
or lacking evidence.

Only 2 points are made
with weak arguments.

Arguments are weak
and less than 2 points
are made.

Introduction

Paragraph introduces
the paper and has 4
sentences.

Paragraph introduces
the paper but contains
only 3 sentences.

Introduction paragraph
is evidence but does
not introduce paper.
Only 1-2 sentences.

Introduction paragraph
is not evident.

Conclusion

Paragraph concludes
paper and contains 4
sentences.

Paragraph concludes
the paper but contains
only 3 sentences.

Concluding paragraph
is evident but does not
conclude paper. Only
1-2 sentences.

Concluding paragraph
is not evident.

Mechanics
and Grammar

Contains 1-2 errors in
spelling, punctuation,
and grammar usage.

Contains 3-5 errors in
spelling, punctuation,
and grammar usage.

Contains 5-7 errors in
spelling, punctuation,
and grammar usage.

Contains more than 7
errors in spelling,
punctuation, and
grammar usage.

Organization

Paper is organized into
3 evident paragraphs
of an intro, body, and
conclusion. Sentences
are well written.

Paper is organized into
3 evident paragraphs
of an intro, body, and
conclusion. Sentences
are average.

Paragraph and
sentence structure is
inconsistent.

There is no logical
organization to the
paper.

38

39

Compare this rubric and the TCRWP
rubric (Handout p. 3). Tell which is
better and give 4 reasons why.
1

0

Main Idea Response is Response is Response

4

Response is
not correct,
but is
attempted.

Student did
not
attempt to
respond.

Supporting Response
includes at
Detail

Response
includes at
least 1
detail, but
it does not
support the
main idea.

Response
includes no
details OR
student did
not
attempt to
respond.

complete,
specific,
and
correct.

least 3 key
details from
the
passage
that
support the
main idea.

3

2

accurate,
but not
complete.

gives
details
instead of
main idea.

Response
includes 2
key details
from the
passage
that
support the
main idea.

Response
includes 1
detail from
the
passage
that
supports
the main
idea.
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Using Rubrics with Students

41

Strategy 1: Ask students to
pose clarifying questions
about the rubrics

42

Strategy 2: Ask students to
restate the rubrics in their own
words

18
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Strategy 3: Have students sort
examples of work into groups:
High, Medium, Low, then
explain their reasoning

44

Strategy 4: Have students
match their own, peers’, or
sample work to the rubrics,
and explain their reasoning

45

Strategy 5: Have students use
highlighters to match
performance descriptions to
elements in the work
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Strategy 6: Use rubrics to help
students keep track of their
own work on a criterion of
interest
} Have

students plan for, and then
reflect on, their progress
} Make sure to focus on learning, not
scoring

47

Students Can Track Progress
4
3
2
1
Story

Text 1

Text 2

Text 3

Text 4

Text 5

I can name the main idea in a text and explain why
important details in the text support the idea.

48

Strategy 7: Co-create Rubrics
} Be

clear about the learning target.
a range of examples.
} Collect descriptions of qualities of the
work (one per card or paper strip).
} Remove duplicates.
} Sort the descriptions into categories;
name criteria.
} Describe the categories along a
continuum of quality.
} Apply the rubrics to the examples to see
how they work; revise rubrics as needed.
} Use

20
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Haiku Example
} Japanese

poem form
syllables

} Seventeen
}

In three lines of five, seven, and five

} Traditionally evokes

world

images of the natural

} We

will follow the steps on Slide 48 to cocreate rubrics, and then test them out on
the examples on page 4 of the Handout.

50

Content

Reasoning

On Target
I shared an
insight or
thought that was
genuine,
relevant, and
worthwhile.
I explained why I
chose the
thought I shared.

Not on Target
I shared a
thought that was
made-up,
irrelevant, or
trivial; OR I didn’t
share a thought.
I didn’t explain
why I chose the
thought I shared;
OR my
explanation was
not sensible.

Validity and
Reliability of
Rubrics
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A Sad Tale
Every Friday Story Test
15 points –
vocabulary
5 points –
comprehension
20 points total

53

Assessment Quality
VALIDITY
} Soundness of the
interpretations and
uses of assessment
results
} Does the assessment
measure what it is
intended to
measure?
} Reliability is one
aspect of validity

RELIABILITY
} Degree to which
results are consistent
across replications
}
}
}

}

Occasion (time)
Test form
Rater/grader

Measurement error is
the degree to which
results are
inconsistent

54

Validity and Reliability
A Simple Example

22
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Why are Validity and
Reliability necessary?
} Sound,

meaningful,
accurate information
for decisions
ns

56

Review rubrics asking:
Are the criteria appropriate?
Are the weights appropriate?
Remember the Volcano Rubrics!

57

Panel Review of Performance
Tasks
} Panel

of people different from those who wrote the
performance task (or test)
} Document their qualifications

} Go

through the performance assessment task and
rubrics, evaluating the match (of both content and
thinking skills) to the standard. Tally. Report results.
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Other Ways to Provide Validity
Evidence
} Panel

results

uses a protocol, document participants and

} Correlate scores

on the assessment with other
known measures of the same standard

} Compare

scores on the assessment from students
with and without instruction on the standard

59

The Need for Alternate Forms
Over Time
} To

prevent the domain from narrowing
tasks, same rubrics if possible
} Tasks need to be comparable
} Different

Example: Three reading standards

Uses skills and strategies
of the reading process
Understands and interprets
a variety of literary texts

Understands and interprets
a variety of informational texts

60
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Task 1

Uses skills and strategies
of the reading process
Understands and interprets
a variety of literary texts

Understands and interprets
a variety of informational texts

61

Task 1

Uses skills and strategies
of the reading process
Understands and interprets
a variety of literary texts

Understands and interprets
a variety of informational texts
Task 2
62

Task 1

Uses skills and strategies
of the reading process
Understands and interprets
a variety of literary texts

Understands and interprets
a variety of informational texts
Task 3

Task 2
63
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Pilot (Try Out) the Task and
Rubrics
Judgment of the validity of a task and rubrics
to measure achievement of an intended
standard is a good foundation.
} To know how real students interpret the task
and what their work looks like, you need to try
out the task with at least a few students.
}

}
}
}

Observe their work – does it offer the evidence
of achievement that you need?
Ask students what they were thinking
See if the rubrics allow scoring of everything
important in the work in the way you intended

65

Reliability for Performance
Assessment
} For

performance assessments or essay tests
scored with teacher judgment (rubrics or other
multi-point scoring), document that 2 or more
raters give similar scores (use percent
agreement or kappa, expectancy tables)
} For comparing forms, report the consistency
(correlation) of scores for a sample of students
taking both forms

66

Typical Scorer Training
Review the task and rubric.
Review each criterion on the rubric (one at a
time), and examine sample student work at
each performance level. Discuss why each
model paper is an example of that level.
} Practice applying the rubric to training papers
that are pre-scored; calculate agreement.
Aim for exact agreement of 80%, or
agreement + 1 level of 90%-100%.
} Do additional review as necessary, and
additional scoring of training papers if raters
did not qualify.
} Re-train periodically to minimize “rater drift.”
}
}
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Ensuring Scoring Consistency
} Select

a few papers (questions, tasks)
from different classes
} Double-score this set of papers (questions,
tasks)

68

A Tale of 8th Grade ELA Portfolios

69

Expectancy Table for Two
Raters Using a Four-point
Rubric
Rater 1
Rater 2

1

2

3

4

Total

4

0

0

2

8

10

3

0

1

5

3

9

2

1

7

1

0

9

1

4

1

0

0

5

Total

5

8

7

13

33

Agreement = (4 + 7 + 5 + 8)/33 = 24/33 = 73%
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Sue Brookhart
susanbrookhart@bresnan.net
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RELATED RESOURCES
Available from Hawker Brownlow Education
Qty

Code

Title

Price

109031
SF113073
109038
111005
115003

Advancing Formative Assessment in Every Classroom
ASCD Arias Publication: Grading And Group Work
Exploring Formative Assessment
Formative Assessment Strategies for Every Classroom, 2nd Edition
Formative Classroom Walkthroughs: How Principals and Teachers
Collaborate to Raise Student Achievement
Giving Students Effective Feedback (Quick Reference Guide)
Grading and Learning: Practices That Support Student Achievement
How to Assess Higher-Order Thinking Skills in Your Classroom
How To Create and Use Rubrics for Formative Assessment and Grading
How To Design Questions And Tasks To Assess Student Thinking

$32.95
$15.00
$19.95
$69.00
$35.95

QRG116087
SOT2271
109111
112001
114014

$19.95
$27.95
$25.95
$29.95
$27.95

Qty

Code

Title

Price

116066
116003
112002

How to Give Effective Feedback to Your Students, 2nd Edition
How to Make Decisions with Different Kinds of Student Assessment Data
Learning Targets: Helping Students Aim for Understanding in Today's
Lesson
Performance Assessment Quick Reference Guide
Performance Assessment: Showing What Students Know and Can Do
Rubrics for Formative Assessment and Grading (Quick Reference Guide)

$35.95
$35.95
$35.95

LSM7375
LSM6081
QRG117045

Total (plus freight) $

LSM6081

111005

115003

109031

112002

109038

116003

LSM7375

116066

109111

112001

SF113073

SOT2271

QRG116087

Attention ................................................................ Order Number ....................
Name of School .............................................................................................
Address .........................................................................................................
.................................................................... State ....................P/Code ...........
Country ........................................................................................................
Email: ...........................................................................................................
Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Education about
future workshops, conferences and the latest publications.

$15.00
$35.95
$19.95

114014

QRG117045

Terms of Trade
• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount into New
Zealand dollars ($NZD) so that you can pay by cheque or credit card in New Zealand
dollars ($NZD).
• Full money-back guarantee.
• We do realise it is difficult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please
visit our website <www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most titles will give you
the option to view the first few pages of the book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your selected
book page.
• We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will
accept undamaged returns for full credit or refund. Posters are for firm sale only and will
not be sent on approval. Please be aware that delivery and return postage is the responsibility of the customer.
• Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of
$9.50 within Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.
• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

To place an order, request a catalogue or find out more about our resources:
Call
1800 334 603
(03) 8558 2444

Fax
1800 150 445
(03) 8558 2400

Online
www.hbe.com.au

Mail
Hawker Brownlow Education
PO Box 580,
Moorabbin, VIC 3189

Do you want to know all about the latest professional development events in your area? Be the first to find out about new releases from world-renowned and local authors with the HBE
e-newsletter! Upcoming titles will feature authentic assessment and digital media, along with a strong focus on success in mathematics and literacy. Sign up to our FREE e-newsletter
at www.hbe.com.au.

Online ‘On Account’ ordering now available!
If you have a pre-existing account with Hawker Brownlow Education, you can now order online and pay using that account.

